A spillway with a trajectory bucket as an energy dissipator satisfies the requirements of both safety and economy. Many researchers have developed empirical formulae to predict scour location considering different hydraulic parameters and bucket configurations. An attempt has been made in this paper to estimate the location of maximum scour using parameters such as q, H 1, R, d 50 , d w and the lip angle of the bucket using an adaptive neuro fuzzy inference system (ANFIS). Extensive experimental results were collected and analysed in order to investigate the effect of different parameters on throw distance and scour location downstream of a trajectory bucket spillway. It was found that the scour parameter is a function of the fall Froude number, ratio of head to tailwater depth, ratio of radius of trajectory bucket to head, ratio of sediment mean size to head and lip angle of the bucket. The functional relationship is expressed in dimensionless form. This paper also presents an alternative to the regression in the form of neural fuzzy modelling. The results of this modelling were compared with the regression equation and it was found that the ANFIS results are highly satisfactory. The results of this study can be used to predict the location of maximum scour downstream of the trajectory bucket spillway.
INTRODUCTION
The use of a trajectory bucket spillway with a plunge pool can be a safe and economical means of energy dissipation of dams. The trajectory bucket energy dissipator is able to throw the jet at a relatively safe distance from the bucket lip. It has some economic advantages over other energy dissipators. When geologic and topographic conditions permit, a trajectory bucket (also called flip bucket and ski-jump bucket) type of energy dissipator is generally the most economical at sites with geological hard strata. The plunge pool develops as a result of self-excavation of the bed from jet energy at the point of impact. For sites in which the bed materials are not strong enough to tolerate the high energy of the jet, the construction of a pre-excavated plunge pool is necessary as it dissipates energy by throwing the jet of water at a sufficient distance away from the spillway bucket. The scour hole is usually formed downstream of the point of impingement of the skijump jet. The retrogression of this scour hole may cause danger to the stability of the structure by causing a structural failure or by increased seepage. The loss of stability of the downstream river bed and side slopes and the formation of a mound of eroded material that raises the tailwater level are other undesirable effects of such a dissipator.
It is important to ensure that the scour will not progress upstream to the extent that the safety of the structure might be in danger. High-velocity flow leaving the trajectory bucket will form a large amount of spray as it is dispersed into the air. The ski-jump jet also spreads laterally in the downstream direction abrading the side banks. Therefore, suitable protection for the excavated banks is necessary. Transverse slopes on both flanks of the plunge pool may be chosen, based on geological conditions prevailing at the site. It is also necessary to protect the toe of the dam from undermining owing to the flow cascading over the lip of the bucket. This can be done by providing a concrete apron downstream of the flip bucket. Buckets may be high or low, depending upon their location with respect to the riverbed. Scour locations are directly affected by tailwater level and currents downstream, which alter the path of the jet entering the water. As a result it is likely that scour location is shifted further downstream than the actual jet trajectory indicates.
Over a period of several decades many investigators have given empirical formulae based on laboratory as well as prototype observations in order to predict the scour location downstream of the flip bucket spillway. Those formulae are very convenient to use but have a major drawback in that they involve idealisation, approximation and averaging of widely varying prototype conditions. As a result, the predicted scour locations can be considerably different than their actual values. Apart from the complexity of the phenomenon, this could also be attributable to the limitation of the analytical tools used by most of the earlier investigators, namely statistical regression.
The use of a soft computing tool such as artificial neural networks (ANN) in place of regression for the problem under consideration met with success as shown in Azamathulla et al. This inspired the present work in which the scour problem is tackled with the help of another soft computing tool -adaptive neuro fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) -which is extremely flexible in data mining. In the current study the ANFIS is employed to predict the location of maximum scour downstream of the trajectory bucket spillway involved. The scour depth location would be useful information for designing the plunge pool.
Neural fuzzy modelling
The ANFIS, first introduced by Jang, 2 is a universal approximator and, as such, is capable of approximating any real continuous function on a compact set to any degree of accuracy. 3 Thus, in parameter estimation, where the given data are such that the system associates measurable system variables with an internal system parameter, a functional mapping may be constructed by ANFIS that approximates the process of estimation of the internal system parameter.
The integration of the techniques of fuzzy systems and neural networks (NNs) suggests the novel idea of transforming the burden of designing fuzzy systems to the training and learning of the neural networks. The NNs provide 'connectionist' structures (fault tolerance and distributed properties) and learning abilities to the fuzzy systems whereas the fuzzy systems offer NNs a structure framework with high-level IF-THEN rule thinking and reasoning. The neural fuzzy systemone form of integration of fuzzy systems and NNs -is a fuzzy system that uses a learning algorithm derived from or inspired by NN theory to determine its parameters (fuzzy memberships and fuzzy rules) by processing data. In other words, neural fuzzy systems aim at providing fuzzy systems with the automatic tuning methods of NNs without altering their functionality. In a neural fuzzy system, the NN helps the fuzzy system to elicit membership functions, map fuzzy sets to fuzzy rules and implement defuzzification.
The process of constructing a neural fuzzy system is called 'neural fuzzy modelling' or 'neuro-fuzzy modelling'. It consists of the design of a fuzzy system and an NN that equips the fuzzy system with learning capability. Generally, the commonly used fuzzy systems are rule-based fuzzy systems, and the NNs used are mainly multilayer feed-forward networks with the backpropagation learning algorithm. Several paradigms of neural fuzzy modelling are available in the literature such as fuzzy inference networks, 4 fuzzy aggregation networks, 5 neural network-driven fuzzy reasoning, 6 fuzzy modelling networks, 7 ANFIS 2 and fuzzy associative memory systems. 8 Commercial computing software, such as Matlab 3 and Fuzzy-tech, provide some encoded algorithms for developing ANFIS and fuzzy associative memory systems respectively. ANFIS is adopted in this study to serve as a basis of the neural fuzzy model for estimation of scour location downstream of a flip bucket.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Several investigators such as Maitre and Obolensky, 9 Horeni, 10 Elevatorski, 11 Kawakami, 12 Elsawy and McKeogh, 13 Taraimovich, 14 Kobus et al., 15 Sen, 16 Locher and Hsu, 17 Bormann and Julien, 18 Breusers and Raudkivi, 19 Zhenghu, 20 Amanian and Gilberto, 21 Tao, 22 Mason, 23 Rae and Diana, 24 Hoffmans and Verheij, 25 Hoffmans, 26 Ghodsian et al., 27 Roman and Hager 28 and Stefano and Hager 29 have studied the free-flow jet trajectory and have developed relationships for maximum jet-trajectory length owing to free jet in the form of dimensional equations. Many of these studies were directed towards predicting maximum trajectory length and these formulae did not indicate the likely maximum scour location. Less attention was paid to other scour hole parameters such as the length of the scour, the width of the scour and the distance of maximum scour point from the bucket lip. Data on trajectory lengths have generally been obtained from hydraulic models.
Probably the most important consideration in the design of the trajectory bucket is to determine how far the jet will be deflected downstream. Theoretically, if friction is neglected, regardless of air and the disruption of the jet, the following equation can be used to compute the horizontal component of the jet trajectory
where v is velocity, ö is the bucket lip angle with the horizontal and g is acceleration due to gravity. Equation 1 can be transformed into dimensionless forms by dividing each side of the equation by H, which is the vertical distance between the maximum pool and the river bed
Measurements made by Maitre and Obolensky at the St Etienne Cantales and Chastang Dams in France for flows which were less than one-half the maximum discharge showed that approximately 19-20% of the total energy is dissipated by the interaction of the jet during its flight. They thus suggested that
Obviously the maximum value of sin2ö in Equation 3 is unity. Consequently the maximum jet-trajectory length will occur at a 458 lip angle of the bucket. Maitre and Obolensky 9 also presented theoretical curves for the relationship ÷/H and h/H for bucket lip angles ranging from 108 and 458 based on experiments which Panasenkov 30 also used in plots. It was concluded that the data agreed very well with the theoretical curves. They also found that the trajectory lengths observed in the model tests for exit angles ranging from 25845' and 45845' were slightly greater than those yielded by Equation 3.
In the design of trajectory buckets, the designer may also wish to determine the vertical component, or height, of the jet trajectory. If air resistance and the disruption of the jet are neglected, the following equation can be used to compute jettrajectory height
Neither Equation 3 nor Equation 5 accounts for the changes in the bucket radii which affects both the length and the height of the jet trajectory. The present paper describes the importance of the bucket radii (R) and discharge intensity (q) in the derivation of both the length and the height of the jet trajectory.
Horeni
10 derived a trajectory length equation by using hydraulic model data. He found that
where L o is length from the overfall edge measured along the jet axis in cm and q is discharge intensity in cm 2 /s.
Elsawy and McKeogh, 13 in their model study, determined the disintegrated length in the form of formula for trajectory length as follows
The United States Bureau of Reclamation Service (USBRS) equation for free jet trajectory length (X h ) gives
where h e is the velocity head at the bucket lip in metres, Y 1 is the vertical distance below the bucket lip to the impact area in feet and Ł is the angle between the horizontal and the floor at the beginning of the trajectory, in degrees.
Kawakami 12 obtained the results of some field investigations of jet trajectories for ski-jump spillway and introduced a coefficient related to air resistance, k, for the following trajectory equations
x and y are Cartesian coordinates, V o is in m/s and Ł is as defined in Figure 1 . L 1 is the throw distance which corresponds to
Kawakami developed an empirical relationship between V o and k. He used data from field tests and developed the relationship of L 1 /L o as a function of V o . He also concluded that the effect of air resistance is small whenever V o is less than about 20 m/s but when velocity increases to 40 m/s the throw distance could be reduced by as much as 30% from the L o . Kawakami's results provide a basis for estimating the effects of air resistance.
The Bureau of Indian Standards 31 (BIS 7365-1985) relationship for the throw distance of the trajectory buckets is as follows
where x is the horizontal throw distance from the bucket lip to the centre point of impact with tailwater in metres, y is the difference between the lip level and the tailwater level (the sign is taken as positive for tailwater below the lip level and negative for tailwater level above the lip level in metres); H v is the velocity head of the jet at the bucket lip in metres; and ö is the bucket lip angle with the horizontal in degrees.
BIS also specified that for the conditions when y is negative, model studies may be carried out to confirm the values of horizontal throw distance (x) and vertical distance (a).
where a is vertical distance from lip level to the highest point of the centre of jet in metres, v a is actual velocity of flow entering the bucket in m/s and g is acceleration owing to gravity in m/s 2 .
Taraimovich's formula for maximum scour location from bucket lip is
where L fr is the range of take-off of the jet from the ski-jump for its lower design limit and h cr is the critical depth at the bucket lip. He also mentioned the criterion for the stability of the upstream slope of the scoured hole below the arch dams. The relationship indicates L fr is a function of the unit discharge.
Tao's theoretical formula for the length of nappe jetting is where ö is the velocity coefficient at the lip, which can be determined by using the empirical formula as given below; s is the drop in elevation between the reservoir water level and the top of the bucket lip (m), s 1 is the drop in the elevation between the lip and the tailwater level (m); h is the water depth above the lip (m), and AE is the angle of emergency for the high lip.
DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
Owing to the complexity of the problem and the lack of theoretical explanations for the development of scour below the trajectory bucket spillway, the employment of dimensional analysis is suggested in order to reduce the number of variables and to assist in the experimental design. Scour geometry depends on many variables that characterise the trajectory bucket and the plunge pool, the bed material and the flow. Referring to Figure 2 , the distance for maximum scour depth from the spillway bucket lip (l s ) can be written as a function of the discharge per metre width or unit discharge of spillway (q), total head (H 1 ), radius of the bucket (R), lip angle of the bucket (ö), tailwater depth (d w ), mean sediment size (d 50 ) and the acceleration due to gravity (g)
Using the Buckingham ð theorem, this expression can be reduced to
The above functional relationships are the focus of the present study.
EXPERIMENTAL DATA COLLECTED
Extensive experimental data were obtained from hydraulic model studies conducted at the Central Water and Power Research Station (CWPRS), Pune, India. In addition, information available in the literature was also used to arrive at the expressions for predicting scour hole parameters. Table 1 shows the range of experimental results collected from these sources. The scour measurements were taken after the equilibrium state was achieved.
The dataset used in this study consists of the original experimental data available at CWPRS, India, in addition to available published data. Past measurements of scour parameters made during numerous laboratory investigations carried out at the CWPRS in India were first compiled for potential use in the current study. These hydraulic model studies were conducted on various sectional as well as comprehensive models. The sectional models were scaled to the range of 1:40 to 1:60 whereas comprehensive models had their scales varied from 1:50 to 1:100.
A review of these observations revealed that additional measurements were necessary in order to make them more comprehensive, especially with respect to the pattern of scour including the width and the distance of maximum scour depth from the spillway bucket lip (length). New hydraulic model studies were therefore conducted on three different bucket designs. The three hydraulic models simulated the dams across the Subarnarekha, Ranganadi and Parbati Rivers in India. Dr Masoud Ghodsian of Tarbiat Modarres University, Tehran, Iran also kindly provided additional scour data results from his previous work. 27 
ANALYSIS
Eighty per cent of the observations were used to arrive at the expressions for predicting the equilibrium scour hole parameters according to the functional relationship given by Equation 16 . By using the non-linear regression analyses, the following equations were obtained for estimating the distance of maximum scour location 
16
The constants in the above equation were worked out on the basis of the least square fit to 80% of randomly selected values, which contains minimum and maximum values. The use of the Origin software in the windows platform was made for this purpose. The validation of this equation was done with the help of the remaining 20% of the observations which were not involved in the derivation. Figure 3 shows the comparison between the calculated scour location using the above Equation 16 and observed values. The quantitative comparison (Appendix 2), in terms of the values of the correlation coefficient, r, average percentage error, e, average absolute deviation, d, and the mean square error (MSE), is shown in Table 2 , which indicates that the r 2 value is as high as 0 . 964 while e, d and MSE values are as low as 12 . 84% and 11 . 35 and 10 . 89 respectively. This indicates satisfactory estimates of the scour location. It can also be seen from Table 2 that the location of the scour hole is predicted fairly satisfactorily
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Crest Figure 2 . Definition sketch of trajectory bucket 11 with 12 . 84% average error. It is evident that most of the data points fall in the bandwidth of AE10% line. It should also be noted that the data set, which includes 95 data points, covers a wide range of pertinent parameters.
Despite analysing a wide range of model data, the problem of prediction of maximum scour location has remained inconclusive. It is felt that this is partly attributable to the complexity of the phenomenon involved and partly because of the limitation of the analytical tool commonly used by most of the earlier investigators, namely statistical regression. Conventional statistical analysis is now being replaced in many cases by the alternative approach of NNs. Neural networks have advantages over statistical models such as their datadriven nature, model-free form of predictions and tolerance to data errors.
THE NETWORKS
An NN represents the interconnection of neurons, each of which basically carries out the task of combining the multiple inputs, determining its strength by comparing the combination with a bias (or alternatively passing it through a non-linear transfer function) and firing out the result in proportion to such a strength as indicated below
where O is output from a neuron; x 1 , x 2 , . . . are input values; w 1 , w 2 , . . . represent weights along the linkages connecting any two neurons and indicating strengths of the connections; Ł is bias value. Equation 17 indicates a transfer function with a sigmoid nature, which is commonly used, although there are other forms available, such as sinusoidal, Gaussian and hyperbolic tangent. Textbooks 8, 32 give theoretical details of the working of an ANN. The known input-output patterns are first used to train a network; the strengths of interconnections (or weights) and bias values are fixed accordingly. Thereafter, the network becomes ready for application to any unseen realworld example. A supervised type of training involves feeding input-output examples until the network develops its generalisation capability, while an unsupervised training would involve classification of the input into clusters by some rule. In the supervised training, the network output is compared with the desired or actual one, and the resulting error, or the difference, is processed through a mathematical algorithm. Normally, such algorithms involve an iteration process continuously to change the connection weights and bias until the desired error tolerance is achieved. The traditional training method is standard back-propagation, although numerous training schemes are available to impart better training with the same set of data, as indicated by Londhe and Deo 33 in their harbour tranquility studies.
Most of the previous works that address ANN applications to water resources have included the feed-forward type of architecture, where there are no backward connections, which are trained using the error back-propagation scheme or the FFBP configuration. The ANFIS on the other hand is a hybrid scheme which uses the learning capability of the ANN to derive the fuzzy IF-THEN rules with appropriate membership functions worked out from the training pairs leading finally to the inference. 34, 35 The difference between the common NN and the ANFIS is that while the former captures the underlying dependency in the form of the trained connection weights, the latter does so by establishing the fuzzy language rules. The input in ANFIS (Figure 3 ) is first converted into fuzzy membership functions, which are combined together. After following an averaging process to obtain the output membership functions, the desired output is finally achieved. The treatment of data non-linearities in this way has been recently found to be useful in fields such as hydrology, 36 traffic engineering 37 and soil analysis. 38 Mathematical expressions involved in the working of the ANFIS are given in Appendix 1.
The following scenarios are considered in building the ANFIS model (Figure 4 ) with the inputs (F o ¼ q/(gH After the input and output parameters were determined, genfis2 was employed to generate first-order Sugeno fuzzy system and the ANFIS architectures are similar as they have the same number of inputs and rules. Two membership functions were found sufficient for the estimation of scour location (see Figure 4) . Figure 4 depicts the schematic structure of ANFIS model l s /H 1 . In order to map the causal relationship related to the scour, an input-output scheme was employed, where non-dimensional groupings were utilised.
From the collected data sets used in this study, around 80% of these patterns were used for training (chosen randomly until the best training (calibration) performance was obtained), while remaining patterns (20%) were used for testing, or validating, the ANFIS model. From Table 2 and Figure 5 it is clear that 
CONCLUSIONS
The data on hydraulic model studies, in respect of scour depth and the distance of maximum scour from bucket lip due to an outflow of horizontal jet issuing from trajectory bucket spillway, were analysed. A fit of statistical non-linear regression to these data yielded Equation 16 , which is recommended in order to predict the location of maximum scour depth for the preliminary design for the scour location. Using the recommended ANFIS network, the computed scour location has a much closer agreement with the actual measured values.
It is possible to obtain a prediction of the location of scour with greater accuracy. Further research on spillway scour based on the prototype data such as the type of rock bed, classified as per rock quality designation, and rock mass rating by using genetic programming is under way.
APPENDIX 1. THE ANFIS NETWORK
This network (Figure 3 ) works as follows. Let x and y be the two typical input values fed at the two input nodes, which will then transform those values to the membership functions (say bell-shaped) and give the output as follows (note in general, w is the output from a node; ì is the membership function, A i ; and B i is the fuzzy sets associated with nodes x, y).
where a 1 , b 1 and c 1 are the changeable premise parameters. Similar computations are carried out for the input of y to obtain ì Bi (y). The membership functions are then multiplied in the second layer, for example
Such products or firing strengths are then averaged
Nodes of the fourth layer use the above ratio as a weighting factor. Furthermore, using fuzzy IF-THEN rules produces the following output (an example of an IF-THEN rule is: if x is A 1 and y is B 1 , then f 1 ¼ p 1 x + q 1 y + r 1 )
where p, q and r are the changeable consequent parameters. The final network output f is produced by the node of the fifth layer as summation of all incoming signals, which is exemplified in Equation 22 .
